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JCM Global Connects Asia-Pacific Customers to Award-winning Technology at AGE 2016
JCM Will be on Stand #466
SYDNEY, Australia (14 July 2016) – When attendees arrive at the Sydney Exhibition Centre for the 2016
Australian Gaming Expo this August, they will be empowered to make deeper connections with their customers,
thanks to the award-winning bill validation and printing technology of JCM Global.
JCM will be on stand #466 at the tradeshow, where the company will exhibit its award-winning portfolio of
products, including the iVIZION® and UBA® bill validators, the ICB® 3.0 Intelligent Cash Box, the GEN2®
Universal printer, and the BlueWave Deluxe™ firmware upload tool.
Ian Payne, General Manager of JCM Global Asia-Pacific said, “Each product in the JCM portfolio is the result of
our decades-long commitment to our customers. Our global spirit of innovation drives us to continually improve our
products, processes, and level of service – all so our customers can make deep and meaningful connections with
their patrons.”
Leading JCM’s exhibition at AGE is iVIZION, which combines a 99%+ acceptance rate with the industry-leading
Contact Image Sensor (CIS) technology that sees the entire front and back of a note or ticket, for the highest levels
of security.
Standing alongside iVIZION is the UBA, with superior magnetic and optical sensing technology combined with
superior anti-pullback technology. It accepts the world’s currencies, with a bezel that was designed to easily
accepts notes up to 85mm wide, and its automatic retry feature and patented removable stacker mechanism keeps
the game going.
Working in concert with the bill validators is JCM’s ICB 3.0 system, which increases accuracy and eliminates
human error, and its web reporting empowers users to view reports from the casino floor in real time.
The award-winning GEN2 Universal thermal printer features universal communication ports, a larger paper
capacity, Intelligent Ticket Handling® technology, jam-reducing IntelligentBezel™ system and available 2-color
printing technology.
JCM will also exhibit the hand-held firmware upload tool BlueWave Deluxe, which allows users to easily to load
and upgrade validator firmware right at the gaming device.
Join JCM on stand #466 at AGE and on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers, and
integrators on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-
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breaking peripheral transaction components, innovate digital media hardware and the systems to tie them
together. For more information, visit www.jcmglobal.com.
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